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	Title:   The Magnificent Mastication Mechanism
	School:   Lamar Middle School, Lamar
	Sponsor:   Robin L. Staker
	Abstract: 

          This project is about testing what foods affect the pH of your saliva, it is interesting because the machine is really great to work with. My hypothesis was if the foods are more acidic it will change to a level of 3, if the foods are more basic, they would change to a level of 6. I blended the food then measured 10 millimeters of food. Then I measured the pH of the food and placed the food in the machine. I let it chew for 30 seconds and tested the food pH in the collection bowl. I used this method on 9 foods. I found the acidic foods became more neutral than the original pH.  The basic foods went down on the pH scale making them more neutral.  My first hypothesis is not consistent with the data we gathered.  The second hypothesis was consistent with the gathered data. I did this experiment to see what food affects the pH of your saliva. I found that the acidic foods changed to be more neutral.  The basic food went down on the pH scale, becoming more neutral, and was close to seven.  The data gathered did not support the first hypothesis because the acidic foods  went up to 7, neutral instead of going lower 3, acidic.  The second hypothesis was supported by the data and was correct meaning the basic foods went down to about 6.  The temperature could have affected the pH of the food, and the placement of the tongue could have blocked the movement of saliva causing the pH to change.  For further studies I could improve the mastication by making the tongue move.  I could do further investigation on people's pH and change the saliva pH overall. To improve the mastication process I could make my machine stronger to do solid foods.  
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